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Responding in a crisis
The Estate Lady aids families as they grieve, squabble
Fred Tannenbaum
Staff Writer

Julie Hall started The Estate Lady as an expert on antiques, but changes in her clientele have
forced her to become skilled at conflict-resolution as well.
The Estate Lady helps families appraise, remove, distribute or sell heirlooms and other
possessions when there's a death in the family.
For the company's first 10 or 11 years, most of Hall's clients were seniors who were trying to
get their affairs in order, selling possessions or giving them to their children before they died.
During those years, she marketed her business by writing columns in the local Senior
Directions magazine and giving speeches to senior groups and estate lawyers.

Perfect planning: To build her
business, Julie Hall marketed herself
as an expert in antiques and estateplanning issues, establishing relative
ties.
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More recently, however, she saw a shift in the calls she was receiving. Fewer were coming from seniors, and increasing numbers
of those calls were from their adult children.
The change has occasionally landed Hall in the middle of family squabbles over a deceased parent's possessions. Or, in other
cases, she has had to help family members keep control of valued family items when outsiders -- even strangers -- lay claim to
them.
Such disputes can be especially volatile when the death was unexpected or the deceased did not leave a will. "When someone
passes away, a lot of glue unravels in the family," Hall says. "Familial relationships can be destroyed over a material possession."
As estate disputes have become more prevalent in her business, Hall has educated herself in techniques for resolving such issues.
During the past couple of years, for example, she has read extensively on family psychology.
Meanwhile, Hall tries to head off those battles by stressing the need for seniors to draft wills or distribute their heirlooms before
they die. Toward that end, she continues to speak to groups of seniors, lawyers, financial planners and accountants.
In the four years estate lawyer Jonathan Frank has worked with Hall, he has admired her efficiency, calmness and sensitivity to
issues faced by aging seniors and grieving families. "It's too bad she can't clone herself."
The Estate Lady charges a 25% commission on estate sales, $85 per hour for appraisals and $75 per hour for cleaning out the
homes of deceased individuals.
The latter service can prove unnerving. Hall recalls going into a home with hoarded possessions piled knee-deep and finding a
dead pet underneath.
The equipment she and her four part-time employees use on such jobs includes a sifter. More than once, they've found valuables
hidden in a flour container.
Says Hall: "I never know what I'm going to walk into."
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The Estate Lady: Provides

estate appraisal and related services, including removal and sales of heirlooms and
other possessions of the elderly or deceased
Founded: 1993
Principal: Julie Hall
Employees: 1 full-time, 4 part-time
Phone: (704) 543-1051
Web site: www.theestatelady.com

